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ParScore Reports
Answer Key Report
Print an answer key for a designated test and test version. The subjective score value is printed
automatically as part of the report.
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ParScore Reports

Attendance Reports
Preview or print complete attendance rosters, or a portion of a roster, to create a printed record of
student attendance. You can also choose to include student names, IDs, and codes on reports. In
addition, you can specify the beginning and ending dates of the report.

Attendance Roster Report
The Attendance Roster Report contains the entire attendance roster, or a section of an attendance
roster you specify, either by name, ID number, and date. Days that are not session meeting days do
not appear. You can preview/print this report with or without student names, identification numbers,
and code descriptions.
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Attendance Summary Report
The Attendance Summary Report contains the total for each attendance code assigned to a student
enrolled in the course. The total column shows a value based on the Total Criteria Selection. You can
preview/print this report with or without student names, identification numbers, and code
descriptions. The Attendance Summary Report can be printed in portrait or landscape format.
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ParScore Reports

Attendance Individual Report
The Attendance Individual Report contains detailed attendance behavior for the entire class, for part
of the class, or for a specific student. You can preview/print this report with or without student
names, identification numbers, and code descriptions. The report shows a total for each code and the
dates it occurred.
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Attendance Status Letter
The Attendance Status Letter Report contains a student's attendance up to the current date, and
individualized comments or text for the student or the student's parents. The message contained in
the status letter is one you customize for each occasion. Status letters can be saved, reused, and
modified at any time. For example, a Five Day Notice Status Letter informs parents that the student
was absent five or more class sessions and lists dates of absences.
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ParScore Reports

Class Response Report
Use this report to spot patterns in test responses by individual students or by the entire classroom.
To review one or more individual student's responses in detail, run the Student Test Report.

Course List Report
A Course List Report prints a list of the courses.
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Error Log Report
You can generate an Error Log Report for each batch of score sheets processed. It is a printout of
the error log messages. It reports the number of forms rejected and the number of multiple or
omitted marks for each student answer when those options are selected.
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ParScore Reports

Grading Criteria Report
Print data from the ParScore Criteria tab to view statistics about student performance against the
criteria you defined. You have two options: print the report exactly as the data appears on screen, or
if you have Microsoft Excel, print the data in graph format.
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Item Analysis Reports
The Item Analysis Report provides detailed distractor analysis based on raw scores for a single test
version. It statistically calculates the reliability, difficulty, or effectiveness or a test question. The
reported score information is based on question items only; ParScore ignores any subjective scores
when calculating the report.
To review statistics and reliability for an entire test (all versions), run the Consolidated Item Analysis
Report.

Standard Item Analysis Report
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ParScore Reports

Detailed Item Analysis Report
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Consolidated Item Analysis Report
The Consolidated Item Analysis Report provides detailed distractor analysis based on raw scores for
all test versions, combined into a single report. It statistically calculates the reliability of a question,
the difficulty, or effectiveness. If you have ParTest installed, this report can link the item analysis with
tests created in ParTest. If you want to review statistics and reliability for a specific test version, use
the Item Analysis Report.
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ParScore Reports

Item Analysis Report Statistics
The statistics that you can analyze with the Item Analysis and Consolidated Item Analysis Reports
are:
Statistic

Degree of
Kurtosis

Description
The degree of peaked-ness or flatness exhibited by the distribution. A positive kurtosis means
that the shape of the score distribution is peaked. A negative kurtosis means that the shape of
the score distribution is flat. A value near zero for kurtosis indicates a normal score distribution.
The formula is:

Highest
Score

The highest test score received on the test.

Lowest
Score

The lowest test score received on the test.
The total of scores divided by the number of scores; the average score. The formula is:

Mean
Score
The degree of asymmetry of the distribution around its mean. Positive skewness means that the
scores trail off in the direction of higher scores. Negative skewness means that the scores trail
off in the direction of lower scores. The formula for computing skewness is:

Measure of
Skewness

where
Where:
X = Test score
xm = Mean scale score
ó = Standard deviation
The value that lies in the middle of the distribution when the information is arranged in
numerical order; the value that divides the distribution in half. When there is more than one
median score (tied scores), ParScore computes the result using the formula:

Median
Score
Where:
Lower limit = Tied score - .5
Total cases = Number of cases in the data set
Cases below = Number of cases below the scores
N = Number of tied scores in the middle of the distribution
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Statistic

Description

Mode Score

The most frequently occurring score; that score obtained from the largest number of
subjects. If two adjacent scores occur with equal (and greatest) frequency, the mode will be
the average of the two scores. If the scores are not adjacent, both scores are reported. If
there are more than two mode scores, it is reported as multimodal.
When calculating the standard deviation for Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR20) the possible
points for each question is set to 1 point only. Otherwise, the KR20value will be biased for
each question that is weighed differently. The reported standard deviation on the Item
Analysis Report reflects the student score only and should not be used for the KR20
calculation. The concept of reliability relates to the consistency of an instructor's test items
from one testing date to the next. The same students taking the same test on two different
dates would, on a highly reliable test, have similar test scores.

Reliability
Coefficient
(KR20)

Where:
Ni = Number of items
N = Number of students taking the test
S2 = Variance
P = Number of people responding correctly to a test item / N
Q = 1.0 - P
NOTE: When calculating the standard deviation for KR20, the possible points for each
question is set to 1 point only. Otherwise, the KR20 value is biased for each question that is
weighed differently. The reported standard deviation on the Item Analysis Report reflects
the student score and should not be used for the KR20 calculation.
A measure of variability; computed by determining the square root of the variance. The
formula for computing standard deviation is:

Standard
Deviation

Students in
this Group

The number of students taking the test; not the number enrolled in the class.

Total possible
points

The total number of points that can be earned on the test

Variance

A measure of variability; computed by determining the square root of the standard
deviation. The formula for variance is:
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ParScore Reports

Item Analysis Report Question Types
The reports include the following detail for each question:
 Correct responses: The total number and the upper 27%, and lower 27% of the total number.
 Correct Answer
 Point Biserial for the correct answer: Point Biserial measures how well a question
discriminates between those who have mastered the material and those who have not.
Discrimination threshold levels help you determine if the question’s discrimination is low,
medium or high based on the criteria you establish and the student test scores.
 Response frequency per the choices
 Non-Distractor choice
 Distractor analysis – point biserial and frequency: After a test is administered, you can
evaluate the effectiveness of the distractors. By studying student responses to each item, you
can determine whether distractors are doing the job for which they were designed. Distractor
analysis is a tool to improve the quality of tests and test items. Use the Item Analysis Report
as a tool to assess the effectiveness, reliability, and validity of a particular test item or test.
Distractor analysis provides three kinds of information about the quality of test items:
o Item Difficulty: Item/Question difficulty (or "P value") is the percentage of the total
group of students who answered the question correctly. Difficulty levels help you to
determine if the question is easy, medium, or difficult, based on the criteria you
establish and the student test scores. Rating items/questions in this way helps you
create balanced tests.
ParScore calculates item difficulty for true/false, multiple choice, and matching
questions. For true-false questions, we recommend a 75% difficulty level; that is, an
average of 75% of students who see the question should answer it correctly. For a four
response multiple choice test, we recommend about 63%. For multiple-choice
questions with a different number of responses, use the following formula to
developing the optimum level of questions:
Optimal P Value = 0.5 + 0.5(1 ⁄ a)
Where a = The number of alternatives.
o

Item Discrimination: Discrimination (aka Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient, or
PBCC) measures how well a question discriminates between those who have mastered
the material and those who have not. Discrimination levels help to determine if the
question's discrimination is low, medium, or high based on the criteria established and
the student test scores. Rating items in this way helps you create reliable tests that
truly measure whether students have mastered the material.
The discrimination value calculated by ParScore for each question is the point biserial
correlation coefficient (PBCC), which measures the correlation between the correct
answer on a question and the total test score of a student. The PBCC identifies
questions that correctly discriminate between high and low groups, as defined by the
test as a whole. ParScore reports the point biserial for each item. Generally, the higher
the PBCC the better the question discrimination, and thus, the better the question.
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The point biserial generated is calculated as follows:



Where:
Mp = Mean total score of the group of students that got the item correct.
Mq = Mean total score of the group of students that got the item incorrect.
N = Total number of students.
Np = Total number of students who got the item correct.
Nq = Total number of students who got the item incorrect.
σ = Standard deviation of scores on the whole test.
If the PBCC value is less than the minimum medium value, then the discrimination level
is low (i.e., the question does not discriminate well between those who have mastered
the content and those who have not). If the PBCC value is greater than or equal to the
minimum high value, then the discrimination level is high. For example, when you enter
a minimum value of .30 for the high level for a True/False question, a PBCC value of
.30 and above is considered high, and the question is very good.
Review Items: (Detailed report only) Indicates items that you may want to review in more
detail. This message appears only when a distractor’s point biserial is greater than that of the
correct answer.
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ParScore Reports

Mastery Reports
Print details about student performance based on the customized optional fields. You can generate
up to 24 combinations based on the eight optional fields. You must choose at least one optional field
(e.g., demographics or academic program) to group by.
ParScore calculates the following based on the optional fields you select:
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Number of students who
o passed the test
o failed the test
o skipped the test
Subtotal
Total
Highest score
Lowest score
Mean score
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Progress Reports
Progress Reports document a student's progress on class assignments. You can share this report
with parents or students to discuss student performance in class. You can print progress reports for
a single student, selected students, or all students.
Progress Reports differ from individual Student Test Reports in that Progress Reports provide a
detailed overview of a student's performance on up to 99 different class assignments, while Student
Test Reports show a student's performance on the current test.
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ParScore Reports

Roster Reports
Print a report based on information found on the Roster tab. You can customize Roster reports to
include, exclude, and sort information.
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Score Distribution
The Score Distribution Report provides an analysis of how student scores are distributed for the
current test, which in turn can help you determine percentage cutoffs for grade criteria. This report
shows the relationship between percentages and points, either in a table or in a chart.
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ParScore Reports

Student Enrollment
Prints the complete student record for every student enrolled in the course via the Student tab.
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Student Profile Report
The Student Profile Report prints the customized columns from the Roster, in categories you select,
with or without student names. If you choose to print student names and selective scores, the report
appears in landscape mode. If you choose to print the score columns only, the report appears in
portrait mode.
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ParScore Reports

Student Test Reports
A Student Test Report shows student performance on a specific test. It provides details about a
student's answers to individual test items. Use this report to review each individual's performance
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Subtest Reports
Subtest Reports provide feedback to instructors and students about a specific element (subtest) of a
test category. In ParScore, information on sub test reports is based on raw scores, not item count.
There are four subtest reports: Subtest Criteria, Individual Subtest, Subtest Class Summary, and
Subtest Class.

Subtest Criteria Report
Use the Subtest Criteria Report as a reference to describe criteria on which subtests are based. The
report prints details about each subtest including answer items assigned to a test version.
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ParScore Reports

Individual Subtest Reports
Use the Individual Subtest Report for instructor analysis or student feedback. The Overall
Performance section reports:
 minimum requirements
 the student's performance
 whether subtest requirements are met
 the summary
 grade
The grid reports:
 the student's results on each subtest
 whether passing the test is a requirement
 possible points
 percent requirement
 points score
 percent score
 pass/fail status
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Subtest Class Report
Use the Subtest Class Report to detail student progress on subtests. The subtest information section
identifies each subtest by:
 name
 the number of items
 possible points
 minimum percent required to pass
 Pass/Fail status
Points and percentages are reported for each student. The Overall column shows the number of
subtests passed and the grade, which is based on user-defined criteria. You have the option to print
without student names and with digits hidden in identification numbers.
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ParScore Reports

Subtest Class Summary Report
Use the Subtest Class Summary Report to summarize overall results for each subtest, as well as class
performance overall. The Overall Class Performance section lists two values:
 the percent of the class that passed
 the percent of the class that passed the required subtests
The grid shows:
 descriptors
 pass requirement
 the number of students who passed
 the percent of the class who passed
 the average score
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ParTest Reports
You can generate reports, tests, and item banks. You can print tests for one test version or for all test
versions. In addition, tests can be printed with questions only, or with selected information. You can
also print reports including statistical information about the tests and item banks.
The following tests are available to view, export or print.

Test and Selective Reports
View student test forms or test reports for a selected test.
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ParTest Reports

Test Key
Print answer keys to manually score tests.

Test Blueprint
Test Blueprint reports contain statistical information about the test.

Answer Sheet
These are the answer sheets with blank lines for the students to complete.
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Item Bank Details
Item Bank Details reports contain the criteria for a selected item bank.
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ParTest Reports

Item Bank Cross-Reference
Aligns item bank questions to keywords so you can easily compare item bank contents and topics.
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ParTest Online Reports
Test Session List Report
The report contains a list of ParTest tests by test session. You can click a column header to sort the
list by that column in ascending or descending order.
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ParTest Online Reports

Test Results Report
The Test Results report shows a summation of the test results for each student. This report also
includes highest and lowest scores and the test mean. Use this report to view overall student results
and basic class test statistics. You can sort the list in ascending or descending order by any of the
column headers.
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Test Feedback Report
Students can print the Test Feedback Reports or preview it on their computer after they finish a test.
The report can also be run with student IDs disguised.
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ParTest Online Reports

Individual Test Results Report
The Individual Test Results report shows each individual student’s record on a separate page. Use
this option if you want to distribute the report to each student.
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Incomplete Test Results Report
The Incomplete Student Test Results report lists students who were unable to complete a test for
any reason, including a system or network shutdown.
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Integrated Testing Suite
ParSystem is a powerful software solution that helps universities, corporate training
departments and other educational institutions create, administer, and score tests on paper,
via networks, or over the Internet. Using unified item banks, easy test creation, and a variety of
administration methods, ParSystem enables your organization to make better test questions to
accurately measure student achievement. With ParScore, you can easily develop and manage
student records and test data, including customized class rosters. You can also merge student
test results from standardized tests so performance can be compared across classes or schools
institution-wide. With ParTest, you can share item banks with other users and create up to 26
versions of your tests. With ParTest Online, you can import files that allow test takers to work
over the Internet. ParSystem elements work together to give you a consistent, easy, and unified
assessment approach.

Please visit us at www.scantron.com for a complete overview of ParSystem’s system requirements
or call us at 1-800-SCANTRON (1-800-722-6876) for more information.
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